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Elias Epo (Imported Denmark) Welcome to chalan terriers. On our site you will find information about our terriers, including the history of breeds, lots of photos of our show dogs, their show titles and awards and our core stock selected from Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Denmark, Canada and the United Kingdom.
We also included a very cute collection of photos on our pet site - photos kindly sent to us by some of our dedicated pet owners Chalan Terrier. The history of the Sealyham Terrier Sea Terrier originated in Wales, back in 1850, and was originally bred by Captain John Edwardes of the Sealyham Estate in Haverfordwest,
to hunt badgers and other predators such as stoat. The Sealyham terrier has been recognised in the show ring since the 1930s and while popular in the 1930s, 40s and 50s with famous owners such as, Princess Margaret, Alfred Hitchcock and a number of Hollywood stars - Sealyham has now become quite rare around
the world, in fact... The Sealyham Terrier is now on the list of rare and endangered breeds of the United Kingdom. With limited numbers in Australia and New Zealand, these small and rugged terriers are intelligent, obedient and adventurous. Although they are real characters, fidelity to its owner or family is one of their
many great qualities. Sealyham will openly enjoy many outdoor activities, but at the same time, he is equally happy to curl up next to a family member in the house at night. As Sealyham matures he develops his own fun love personality and enjoys showing off for their family and friends. As part of our ongoing
commitment and passion for our terrier breeds I have obtained a licence from judges of the Australian National Kennel Club to judge Sealyham Terriers, Cesky Terrier and Norwich Terrier at Championship Show level - capable of awarding challenge certificates (CC certificates) for these breeds. They can also judge the
balance of the terrier group at open show level. I hope you enjoy visiting, feel free to look around and contact me if you want to know more! Thanks Jane Hyman Contact details Jane Hyman Riverina, NSW, Australia Email : [email protected] 52983 Visitors cesky terrier (literally Czech terrier) is a small terrier dog
originating in Czechoslovakia.  The breed standard requires a calm dog and disqualifying error. Cesky terriers are residued to be less active and less down than other terriers. This can and should not make them suitable pets for families with children. The coat of the Cesky terrier is not peeled (dead hair pulled out with
fingers or a special knife) as in other terriers, but is cut. The body and tail are cropped, and the furniture (hair hanging under the body) is left long, as is the hair on the shins and on the face (eyebrows, chin and mustache.) Longer hair should be brushed daily. Cesky terrier is well muscular, short-legged, well pigmented,
hunting terrier of rectangular format. Cesky has natural dripping ears, a natural tail, and sports a long, silky one with a slight texture coat in shades of gray from charcoal to platinum (black pigmented) or rarely brown (pigmented liver). Cesky is longer than he is tall and has heat rising slightly at the back. History Although
Cesky (aka the bohemian terrier) is the only Czech breed in the AKC Stud Book, a nation known as Bohemia, then Czechoslovakia, and finally the Czech Republic boasts a long, distinguished history of dog breeding. The tradition goes back at least to the 14th century, when Charles IV, emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire and king of Bohemia, held a large kennel of international renown. But this is not the Middle Ages, but the time of World War II where the story of Cesky begins. Like doberman Pinscher and Boykin spaniels, Cesky (pronounce it chess-kee, meaning Czech) is a breed born out of the vision of one person. In this
case, the visionary was the Czech breeder, athlete and geneticist Frantisek Horak from the mid-20th century. Horak has set up an ambitious breeding program. His ideal was a dog that could go to the ground and send a rat like a real terrier, but he could also work in packs like dogs on a bigger game, while being gentle
and obedient at home as retrievers. If Cesky looks like a cross between a Scottish terrier and a Sealyham terrier, it's because it's basically. Over many years, Horak has used the sensible crosses of Scotties and Sealys to create the dog of his dreams. (At least one canine historian suggests that, at some point, Horak
introduced Dandie Dinmont a terrier and a wired dachshy into the genetic mix.) The old Czech pass As a dog, as a master certainly referred to Horak. As a 2011 story in the AKC Gazette put it: Horak persevered through World War II and the Communist Revolution with a terriers-like determination to create his vision of a
new hunting breed. Ceskys were first imported to the United States in the late 1980s, and the breed was admitted to AKC in 2011. Temperament: active, faithful Cost: from $ 750 Life expectancy: 10-14 years Maintenance: medium Recommended for: family Canine history is peppery breeds that began when someone
decided to mate two established breeds and see what was produced. Cesky is one of the last members of this group, its origin dates back to 1949 in Czechoslovakia. The appearance of Cesky terriers have a long, low body, with a long nose and a drop of lice. The coat is long and hemmed to enhance the mustache,
eyebrows and chin. They stand 25-31cm (10-12) and weigh 6-10kg (13-23lb). The tail is unseaded. Cesky puppies are born black and pale in gray as they grow up. There are also Ceskies who are born brown and pale in coffee color, but at this stage they are unavailable in Australia. Temperamental owners say Clayton's
terrier, not combative, is reserved to strangers and tire of most terriers. They say they are 'energetic' hunters, so they may not be suitable companions for smaller pets such as guinea pigs! Health A very new breed and not much is known about possible health problems; The potential for hybrid vigosty because it is the
result of crossing two pure breeds; Similar to Dandy Dinmont with short, bent legs and may have back problems; So far, healthy little dogs seem to be of good nature. Space and exercise Most dogs with a yard should get adequate exercise on their own, but breeders still recommend a 30-minute walk a day, as Ceskies
can gain weight. They enjoy being in the house. Grooming breeders suggest cutting a dog's coat with electric scissors and not taking off their hands like many terrier breeds. If the coat is left longer, it should be brushed twice a week. Excessive hair should be removed from the inside of the ears and between the toes
where it can accumulate and cause irritation. Ideal owner Potential owners need to know that Ceskies are strong small dogs which could be a bit of a handful for older people and very young children. Good for families with schoolchildren. History in Czechoslovakia in 1949 geneticist Frantisek Horak owned Scottish
terriers, and a friend had Sealyhame. It is said that he admired the qualities of each dog, so he decided to try a little crossing to create the perfect hunting terrier. Cesky was the result and became recognized as the national dog of the Czech Republic, and was even on the brands. There are only 13 in Australia and there
is a waiting list for puppies. Additional information Breeders: Anne Reeves, phone: (02) 6247 6373 and Betty Stothard, phone: (02) 4751 6848. The latest articles GROUP 2 - HISTORY OF TERRIERS The Czech terrier is the result of a corresponding crossing between the dog Sealyham terrier and the scotch terrier, with
the aim of developing a light, short legs, well-pigmented hunting terrier, with practical drop ears, easy to care for and easy to train. In 1949, Frantisek Hor k from Kl Novices near Prague began to improve the breed by fixing their characteristics. In 1959, these dogs were shown for Time, and the breed was finally
recognized by fci in 1963. (1) The appearance of the Cesky terrier is well muscular, short-legged, well pigmented, hunting terrier of rectangular format. Cesky has natural dripping ears, a natural tail, and sports a long, silky one with a slight texture coat in shades of gray from charcoal to platinum (black pigmented) or rarely
brown (pigmented liver). Cesky is longer than he is tall and has heat rising slightly at the back. (2) Temperament balanced, non-aggressive, pleasant and cheerful companion, easy to train; somewhat reserved to foreigners; calm and kind affection. (1) Care Coat cesky terrier is not peeled (dead hair pulled with fingers or a
special knife) as in other terriers, but is cut. The body and tail are cropped, and the furniture (hair hanging under the body) is left long, as is the hair on the shins and on the face (eyebrows, chin and mustache.) Longer hair should be brushed daily. (2nd &amp; 3rd) Size Height on works between 25 - 32 cm. Ideal size for a
dog = 29 cm, for a = 27 cm. Weight should not be less than 6 kg and more than 10 kg. (1) In conclusion Now you know a little about cesky terrier you might think it's a dog to you. Before making a decision, please make contact with the breeding club or your state control body for purebred dogs. They will be able to give
you information about available puppies and suggest dog shows where you can see the breed and talk to breeders. In this way, you will get a better perspective of cesky terrier and its needs, and whether this breed would suit your lifestyle. Reference References
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